TH E O R I G I N AL

Cook & Hold Oven

Experience better quality food and increase profits with this
exclusive low-and-slow cooking technology

No fans

Precise, low-temperature cooking with

No hood needed

exclusive Halo Heat® technology has

Higher yields

perfected prime rib, roasts and more for

Energy efficient

decades. A unique thermal cable is wrapped

Maximize labor

around the oven’s cavity to evenly cook food
with no harsh heating elements or fans.
Alto-Shaam invented the Original Cook
& Hold oven nearly 50 years ago and
continues innovating the category today.

THE ORIGINAL

Cook & Hold Oven
IMPROVE FOOD QUALITY
Naturally tenderizes even the toughest cuts of meat by activating their natural enzymes. Precise temperatures
create perfect consistency throughout the cut of meat.

REDUCE LABOR
Start cooking the night before to save on labor costs. Your food will be cooked to perfection and waiting for service
the next day. The oven is easy to clean with removable racks that are simply wiped clean. And these ovens have
programmable controls to store frequently used settings so any employee can easily operate the oven.

MAXIMIZE SPACE
Oven hoods and outside venting systems are not required. (Check your local codes.) Stack with other Original
Cook & Hold Ovens, Cook & Hold Smoker Ovens, and Holding Cabinets to save even more space.

REDUCE FOOD WASTE
Original Cook & Hold ovens provide better yields over convection oven technology, resulting in up to 20% more
product. Higher yields gives you more servings from the same cut of meat to increase your profit margin. And
Halo Heat holds more product for longer time periods vs. discarding poor-quality food held using other methods.

LOWER OPERATING COSTS
These energy-efficient ovens only use about $1-2 of electricity during 24 hours of use, which is significantly less
than other appliances. Operating an Original Cook & Hold Oven costs 56% less than a household coffee maker
and 65% less than a wall air conditioning unit when run all day. Additionally, there is no need to operate a kitchen
hood, which costs about $46 per day to operate and about $1,000 per linear foot to install. And these ovens don’t
use water, eliminating the need for plumbing and drains. These savings lead to a fast return on investment from
the purchase of an Original Cook & Hold Oven.

EXPAND MENUS
Braise, roast, bake, proof, reduce, infuse, ferment, sous vide, can, temper and much more. Use your Original Cook
& Hold Oven to cook stews, soups and stocks, to bake cheesecake, cookies, egg custards, crème brûlée, or to
braise short ribs, veal shanks, chicken, pork, vegetables and much more.

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT

www.alto-shaam.com/en/products/cook-and-hold-oven
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